The most common site of extrahepatic metastasis in cases of advanced hepatocellular carcinoma is the lung. A 60-year-old Korean male had been previously diagnosed with hepatocellular carcinoma and was treated several times with transcatheter arterial chemoembolization prior to a regime of sorafenib after multiple bone metastases were detected. Despite 2 months of systemic treatment, the disease progressed, and newly developed cavitary nodules and ground glass opacities were observed on a chest computed tomography scan. Initially the patient was diagnosed with septic pneumonia and was subsequently treated with antibiotics over 2 weeks, with no observable improvement. A percutaneous transthoracic needle aspiration biopsy was performed to ascertain the noninfectious origin of the lung lesions. As a result, a rare form of pulmonary metastasis from hepatocellular carcinoma was discovered. Unfortunately, there were no available treatment options for the patient and so end-of-life care was recommended. (Korean J Med 2015;88:202-206) 
INTRODUCTION
In advanced hepatocellular carcinoma, metastasis is most often seen intrahepatically, while the lung is the most common site of extrahepatic metastasis [1] . The typical radiologic findings of pulmonary metastases are multiple, round,variously sized nodules, generally in the peripheral parenchyma, combined with diffuse interstitial thickening [2] .
Because multiple cavitary pulmonary nodules can have diverse etiologies such as septic pneumonia, fungal infections, Mycobacterium tuberculosis infection, vasculitis, and lung metastasis, identifying their origin can be difficult. steroid was administered intravenously, and the patient's fever subsequently subsided. However, his condition still showed no clinical or radiographic improvements. His continued lack of response to treatment for pneumonia suggested a noninfectious condition. Therefore, a percutaneous transthoracic needle aspiration biopsy of the lung was performed to ascertain the etiology of the cavitary lesions (Fig. 2) . Histological examination of the specimen revealed a poorly differentiated carcinoma (Fig. 3A) . Immunohistochemistry identified tumor cells positive for cytoker-atin 7, and AFP ( Fig. 3C and 3D , respectively) and negative for thyroid transcription factor-1 (Fig. 3B) . Subsequently, the multiple cavitary lung lesions were identified as metastasis from the primary hepatocellular carcinoma. At this time antibiotic treatment was terminated. Unfortunately, there were no further treatment options for the patient and end-of-life care was recommended.
CASE REPORT
Administration of sorafenib was also discontinued. Although the patient had been taking it regularly, the drug had no effect on the progression of the disease. After discontinuation of the systemic steroid, the patient's fever returned; however, there were no other signs or symptoms suggestive of an infection. The patient was sent to a convalescent hospital for supportive care, and [7] . To our knowledge, this is the first report of cavitary pulmonary metastasis from hepatocellular carcinoma.
We believe that central necrosis may have occurred in the rapidly growing metastatic nodules or that intratumoral necrosis may have been the cause of cavitary lung metastasis in our patient. These atypical findings may aid clinicians in cases in which a pulmonary metastasis is difficult to distinguish from an infectious condition or where the appropriate treatment plan is unclear. Furthermore, while early lung metastasis is relatively asymptomatic, severe respiratory difficulties could develop as disease progresses [8] . Additional confounding factors, specifically in our case, included elevated CRP levels, which can be related to tumor burden; and fever, which can be triggered by pyrogenic cytokines produced by the liver in cases of hepatocellular carcinoma [9, 10] .
In conclusion, pulmonary metastasis from an advanced hepatocellular carcinoma should be considered even if typical pulmonary features are observed. Careful analysis of tumor markers is recommended in these cases.
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